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We disuss several new developments in nulear supersymmetry, in partiular the identiation
of a new supersymmetri quartet of nulei in the A ∼ 190 mass region onsisting of the 192,193Os
and
193,194
Ir nulei, and a study of orrelations between dierent transfer reations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nulear struture physis has seen an impressive
progress in the development of ab initio methods (no-
ore shell model, Green's Funtion Monte Carlo, Cou-
pled Clusters, ...), mean-eld tehniques and eetive
eld theories for whih the ultimate goal is an exat treat-
ment of nulei utilizing the fundamental interations be-
tween nuleons [1℄. All involve large sale alulations
and therefore rely heavily on the available omputing
power and the development of eient algorithms to ob-
tain the desired results.
A dierent, omplementary, approah is that of sym-
metries and algebrai methods. Rather than trying to
solve the omplex nulear many-body problem numeri-
ally, the aim is to identify eetive degrees of freedom,
develop shemati models based upon these degrees of
freedom and study their solutions by means of symme-
tries, et. Aside from their estheti appeal, symmetries
provide energy formula, seletion rules and losed expres-
sions for eletromagneti transition rates and transfer
strengths whih an be used as benhmarks to study and
interpret the experimental data, even if these symmetries
may be valid only approximately. Historially, symme-
tries have played an important role in nulear physis.
Examples are isospin symmetry, the Wigner supermulti-
plet theory, speial solutions to the Bohr Hamiltonian,
the Elliott model, pseudo-spin symmetries and the dy-
namial symmetries and supersymmetries of the IBM and
its extensions.
The purpose of this ontribution is to disuss several
new developments in nulear supersymmetry, in parti-
ular evidene for the existene of a new supersymmetri
quartet in the A ∼ 190 mass region, onsisting of the
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192,193
Os and
193,194
Ir nulei, and orrelations between
dierent one- and two-nuleon transfer reations.
II. NUCLEAR SUPERSYMMETRY
Nulear supersymmetry is a omposite-partile phe-
nomenon that should not be onfused with fundamental
supersymmetry, as used in partile physis and quantum
eld theory where it is postulated as a generalization of
the Lorentz-Poinaré invariane as a fundamental sym-
metry of Nature and predits the existene of supersym-
metri partiles, suh as the photino and the seletron,
for whih experimental evidene is yet to be found. If ex-
periments about to start at the LHC at CERN nd evi-
dene of supersymmetri partiles, supersymmetry would
be badly broken, as their masses must be muh higher
than those of their normal partners. In ontrast to par-
tile physis, nulear supersymmetry has been veried
experimentally.
Dynamial supersymmetries were introdued in nu-
lear physis in the ontext of the Interating Boson
Model (IBM) and its extensions [2℄. The IBM desribes
olletive exitations in even-even nulei in terms of a
system of interating monopole (s†) and quadrupole (d†)
bosons [3℄. The bosons are assoiated with the number of
orrelated proton and neutron pairs, and hene the num-
ber of bosons N is half the number of valene nuleons.
For odd-mass nulei the IBM was extended to inlude
single-partile degrees of freedom [4℄. The ensuing Inter-
ating Boson-Fermion Model (IBFM) has as its building
bloks N bosons with l = 0, 2 and M = 1 fermion (a†j)
with j = j1, j2, . . . [5℄. The IBM and IBFM an be unied
into a supersymmetry (SUSY) U(6/Ω) ⊃ U(6) ⊗ U(Ω)
where Ω =
∑
j(2j + 1) is the dimension of the fermion
spae [2℄ . In this framework, even-even and odd-even
nulei form the members of a supermultiplet whih is
haraterized by N = N +M , i.e. the total number of
bosons and fermions. Supersymmetry distinguishes itself
from other symmetries in that it inludes, in addition to
transformations among fermions and among bosons, also
transformations that hange a boson into a fermion and
vie versa.
The onept of nulear SUSY was extended in 1985 to
inlude the neutron-proton degree of freedom [6℄. In this
ase, a supermultiplet onsists of an even-even, an odd-
proton, an odd-neutron and an odd-odd nuleus. The
rst experimental evidene of a supersymmetri quartet
was found in the A ∼ 190mass region in the 194,195Pt and
195,196
Au nulei as an example of the U(6/12)ν⊗U(6/4)pi
supersymmetry [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄, in whih the odd neutron
is allowed to oupy the 3p1/2, 3p3/2 and 2f5/2 orbits of
the 82-126 shell, and the odd proton the 2d3/2 orbit of
the 50-82 shell. This mass region is a partiularly om-
plex one, displaying transitional behavior suh as prolate-
oblate deformed shapes, γ-unstability, triaxial deforma-
tion and/or oexistene of dierent ongurations whih
present a daunting hallenge to nulear struture models.
Nevertheless, despite its omplexity, the A ∼ 190 mass
region has been a rih soure of empirial evidene for
the existene of dynamial symmetries in nulei both for
even-even, odd-proton, odd-neutron and odd-odd nulei,
as well as supersymmetri pairs [2, 12℄ and quartets of
nulei [6, 7℄.
Reently, the struture of the odd-odd nuleus
194
Ir
was investigated by a series of transfer and neutron ap-
ture reations [13℄. The odd-odd nuleus
194
Ir diers
from
196
Au by two protons, the number of neutrons be-
ing the same. The latter is ruial, sine the dominant
interation between the odd neutron and the ore nu-
leus is of quadrupole type, whih arises from a more
general interation in the IBFM for very speial values of
the oupation probabilities of the 3p1/2, 3p3/2 and 2f5/2
orbits, i.e. to the loation of the Fermi surfae for the
neutron orbits [14℄. This situation is satised to a good
approximation by the
195
Pt and
196
Au nulei whih both
have the 117 neutrons. The same is expeted to hold for
the isotones
193
Os and
194
Ir. For this reason, it is rea-
sonable to expet the odd-odd nuleus
194
Ir to provide
another example of a dynamial symmetry in odd-odd
nulei. Stritly speaking, a dynamial supersymmetry
involves the simultaneous study of pairs or quartets of
nulei that make up a supermultiplet.
A. Energies
In general, a dynamial (super)symmetry arises when-
ever the Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of the Casimir
invariants of the subgroups in a group hain. The rele-
vant subgroup hain of the U(6/12)ν ⊗ U(6/4)pi super-
symmetry is given by [6℄
U(6/12)ν ⊗ U(6/4)pi
⊃ UBν (6)⊗ UFν (12)⊗ UBpi(6)⊗ UFpi(4)
⊃ UB(6)⊗ UFν (6)⊗ UFν (2)⊗ UFpi(4)
⊃ UBFν (6)⊗ UFν (2)⊗ UFpi(4)
⊃ SOBFν (6)⊗ UFν (2)⊗ SUFpi(4)
⊃ Spin(6)⊗ UFν (2)
⊃ Spin(5)⊗ UFν (2)
⊃ Spin(3)⊗ SUFν (2)
⊃ SU(2) . (1)
In this ase, the Hamiltonian
H = AC2UBFν (6) +BC2SOBFν (6) +B
′ C2Spin(6)
+C C2Spin(5) + E C2Spin(3) + F C2SU(2) , (2)
desribes the exitation spetra of the quartet of nulei.
Here we have negleted terms that only ontribute to
binding energies. The energy spetra of the four nulei
belonging to the supersymmetri quartet are desribed
simultaneously by a single energy formula in terms of
the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators
E = A [N1(N1 + 5) +N2(N2 + 3) +N1(N1 + 1)]
+B
[
Σ1(Σ1 + 4) + Σ2(Σ2 + 2) + Σ
2
3
]
+B′
[
σ1(σ1 + 4) + σ2(σ2 + 2) + σ
2
3
]
+C [τ1(τ1 + 3) + τ2(τ2 + 1)]
+DL(L+ 1) + E J(J + 1) . (3)
The oeients A, B, B′, C, D, and E an be determined
in a t of the experimental exitation energies.
The new data from the polarized (~d, α) transfer re-
ation has provided ruial new information about and
insight into the struture of the spetrum of
194
Ir whih
led to signiant hanges in the assignment of levels as
ompared to previous work [15℄. The main hange is
that the ground state of
194
Ir is now assigned to the band
[N+1, 0], (N+ 32 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) instead of to [N, 1], (N+
1
2 ,
1
2 ,− 12 )
as in [15℄. In this notation, N is the number of bosons
in the odd-odd nuleus (N = 6 for 194Ir). The new as-
signment agrees with that of the neighboring odd-odd
nuleus
196
Au [7, 8, 9℄. Fig. 1 shows the negative parity
levels of
194
Ir in omparison with the theoretial spe-
trum in whih it is assumed that these levels originate
from the ν3p1/2, ν3p3/2, ν2f5/2 ⊗ π2d3/2 onguration.
The theoretial energy spetrum is alulated using the
energy formula of Eq. (3) with A+B = 35.0, B′ = −33.6,
C = 35.1, D = 6.3, and E = 4.5 (all in keV). This param-
eter set is a lot loser to the parameter values used for
196
Au [8℄ than the ones in [15℄, indiating systematis in
this zone of the nulear hart. Given the omplex nature
of the spetrum of heavy odd-odd nulei, the agreement
is remarkable. There is an almost one-to-one orrelation
between the experimental and theoretial level shemes
[13℄.
The suessful desription of the odd-odd nuleus
194
Ir
opens the possibility of identifying a seond quartet of nu-
lei in the A ∼ 190 mass region with U(6/12)ν⊗U(6/4)pi
supersymmetry. The new quartet onsists of the nulei
192,193
Os and
193,194
Ir and is haraterized by Npi = 3
and Nν = 5. Whereas the 192Os and 193,194Ir nulei are
well-known experimentally, the available data for
193
Os is
rather sare. In Fig. 2 we show the predited spetrum
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Figure 1: Comparison between the theoretial and experi-
mental spetrum of
194
Ir.
for
193
Os obtained from Eq. (3) using the same param-
eter set as for
194
Ir [13℄. The ground state of
193
Os has
spin and parity JP = 32
−
, whih seems to imply that the
seond band with labels [7, 1], (7, 1, 0) is the ground state
band, rather than [8, 0], (8, 0, 0). This ordering of bands
is supported by preliminary results from the one-neutron
transfer reation
192
Os(~d, p)193Os [16℄.
An analysis of the energy spetra of the four nulei that
make up the quartet shows that the parameter set ob-
tained in 1981 for the pair
192
Os-
193
Ir [17℄ is very lose to
that of
194
Ir [13℄, whih indiates that the nulei
192,193
Os
and
193,194
Ir may be interpreted in terms of a quartet of
nulei with U(6/12)ν⊗U(6/4)pi supersymmetry. A more
detailed study of the energy spetra of these nulei is in
progress [18℄.
B. Two-nuleon transfer reations
Two-nuleon transfer reations probe the struture of
the nal nuleus through the exploration of two-nuleon
orrelations that may be present. The spetrosopi
strengths not only depend on the similarity between the
states in the initial and nal nuleus, but also on the
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Figure 2: Predition of the spetrum of
193
Os for the
Uν(6/12) ⊗ Upi(6/4) supersymmetry.
Table I: Ratios of spetrosopi strengths for (~d, α) reations
RLJ (ee → oo) to nal states with (τ1, τ2) = (
3
2
, 1
2
). N is the
number of bosons in the odd-odd nuleus (N = 6 for 196Pt→
194
Ir).
[N1, N2] (Σ1,Σ2,Σ3) (σ1, σ2, σ3) RLJ
[N, 1] (N, 1, 0) (N + 1
2
, 3
2
, 1
2
) 1
[N, 1] (N, 1, 0) (N + 1
2
, 1
2
,− 1
2
) N+4
15N
[N, 1] (N, 1, 0) (N − 1
2
, 3
2
,− 1
2
) (N+4)(N+1)(N−1)
N(N+3)(N+5)
[N, 1] (N, 1, 0) (N − 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
) (N+1)(N−1)
15(N+3)(N+5)
[N + 1, 0] (N + 1, 0, 0) (N + 3
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
) 2(N+4)(N+6)
15N(N+3)
[N + 1, 0] (N + 1, 0, 0) (N + 1
2
, 1
2
,− 1
2
) 2(N+4)
15(N+3)
orrelation of the transferred pair of nuleons.
In this setion, the reent data on the
196
Pt(~d, α)194Ir
reation [13℄ are ompared with the preditions from the
Uν(6/12) ⊗ Upi(6/4) supersymmetry. This reation in-
volves the transfer of a proton-neutron pair, and hene
measures the neutron-proton orrelation in the odd-odd
nuleus. The spetrosopi strengths GLJ
GLJ = |
∑
jνjpi
gLJjνjpi
〈
194
Ir
∥∥ (a†jνa†jpi)(λ)
∥∥196
Pt
〉 |2 , (4)
depend on the reation mehanism via the oeients
gLJjνjpi and on the nulear struture part via the redued
matrix elements.
In order to ompare with experimental data we al-
ulate the relative strengths RLJ = GLJ/G
ref
LJ , where
GrefLJ is the spetrosopi strength of the referene state.
The ratios of spetrosopi strengths to nal states with
(τ1, τ2) = (
3
2 ,
1
2 ) provide a diret test of the nulear wave
funtions, sine they an only be exited by a single ten-
sor operator [11℄. In Table I we show the ratios for dif-
ferent nal states with (τ1, τ2) = (
3
2 ,
1
2 ).
Fig. 3 shows the ratios of spetrosopi strengths of
two-nuleon transfer reations RLJ ompared with the
3
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Figure 3: Comparison of theoretial (left panels) and exper-
imental values (right panels) of ratios RLJ of spetrosopi
strengths.
theoretial preditions from nulear supersymmetry. The
referene states are easily identied, sine they are nor-
malized to one. The alulations were arried out with-
out the introdution of any new parameter sine the oef-
ients gLJjνjpi appearing in the transfer operator of Eq. (4)
were taken from the study of the
198
Hg(~d, α)196Au rea-
tion [11℄. In general, there is good overall agreement be-
tween the experimental and theoretial values, espeially
if we take into aount the simple form of the operator
in the alulation of the two-nuleon transfer reation
intensities. The deviations observed in the P2 and F2
transfers are most likely due to single-partile ongura-
tions outside the model spae. For the P0, P1, and F3
distributions the experimental (
~d, α) detetion limits for
weakly populated 0
−
, 1
−
, and 3
−
states prevent a better
agreement.
III. CORRELATIONS
The nulei belonging to a supersymmetri quartet are
desribed by a single Hamiltonian, and hene the wave
funtions, transition and transfer rates are strongly or-
related. As an example of these orrelations, we on-
sider here the transfer reations between the
194,195
Pt
and
192,193
Os nulei. The Pt and Os nulei are onneted
by one-neutron transfer reations within the same super-
symmetri quartet
194
Pt ↔ 195Pt and 192Os ↔ 193Os,
whereas the transitions between the Pt and Os nulei
involve the transfer of a proton pair between dierent
quartets
194
Pt ↔ 192Os and 195Pt ↔ 193Os.
A. Generalized F-spin
The orrelations between dierent transfer reations
an be derived in an elegant and expliit way by a gener-
alization of the onept of F -spin whih was introdued
in the neutron-proton IBM [19℄ in order to distinguish
between proton and neutron bosons.
The eigenstates of the U(6/12)ν ⊗U(6/4)pi supersym-
metry are haraterized by the irreduible representa-
tions [N1, N2, N3] of U
BFν (6) whih arise from the ou-
pling of three dierent U(6) representations, [Nν ] for the
neutron bosons, [Npi] for the proton bosons and [Nρ] for
the pseudo-orbital angular momentum of the odd neu-
tron (Nρ = 0 for the even-even and odd-proton nuleus
of the quartet, and Nρ = 1 for the odd-neutron and the
odd-odd nuleus). In analogy with the three quark a-
vors in the quark model (u, d and s), also here we have
three dierent types of idential objets (π, ν and ρ),
whih an be distinguished by F -spin and hyperharge
Y . The two kinds of bosons form an F -spin doublet,
F = 12 , with harge states Fz =
1
2 for protons (π) and
Fz = − 12 for neutrons (ν) [19℄. In the framework of the
generalized F -spin, we assign in addition a hyperharge
quantum number to the bosons Y = 13 . The pseudo-
orbital part (ρ) has F = Fz = 0 and Y = − 23 .
Group theoretially, the generalized F -spin is dened
by the redution
U(18) ⊃ U(6) ⊗ U(3)
↓ ↓ ↓
[N ] [N1, N2, N3] [N1, N2, N3]
(5)
Here U(6) is to be identied with the UBFν (6) of the
group redution of Eq. (1), whih is the result of rst
4
oupling the bosons at the level of U(6) followed by ou-
pling the orbital part
|[Nν ], [Npi]; [Nν +Npi − i, i], [Nρ]; [N1, N2, N3]〉 . (6)
This sequene of U(6) ouplings an be desribed in a
ompletely equivalent way by the three-dimensional in-
dex group U(3) of Eq. (5) whih an be redued to
U(3) ⊃ SU(3) ⊃ [SU(2) ⊃ SO(2)] ⊗ U(1)
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
(λ, µ) F Fz Y
(7)
The relation between the two sets of quantum numbers
is given by
(λ, µ) = (N1 −N2, N2 −N3) ,
F =
1
2
(Npi +Nν − 2i) ,
Fz =
1
2
(Npi −Nν) ,
Y =
1
3
(Npi +Nν − 2Nρ) . (8)
As a result, matrix elements between states with the
same quantum numbers but dierent U(6) ouplings
are then related by SU(3) isosalar fators (or Clebsh-
Gordan oeients for SU(3)), and hene orrelations
between dierent transfer reations an be derived in
terms of these isosalar fators by means of the onept
of generalized F -spin.
B. One-neutron transfer
In a study of the
194
Pt → 195Pt stripping reation it
was found [20℄ that one-neutron j = 3/2, 5/2 transfer
reations an be desribed by the operator
P (j) †ν =
αj√
2
[(
s˜ν × a†ν,j
)(j)
−
(
d˜ν × a†ν, 1
2
)(j)]
. (9)
It is onvenient to take ratios of intensities, sine they do
not depend on the value of the oeient αj and hene
provide a diret test of the wave funtions. For the strip-
ping reation
194
Pt → 195Pt (ee → on) the ratio of in-
tensities for the exitation of the (τ1, τ2) = (1, 0), L = 2
doublet with J = 3/2, 5/2 belonging to the rst exited
band with [N + 1, 1], (N + 1, 1, 0) relative to that of the
ground state band [N + 2], (N + 2, 0, 0) is given by [20℄
R(ee→ on) = (N + 1)(N + 3)(N + 6)
2(N + 4)
, (10)
whih gives R = 29.3 for 194Pt → 195Pt (N = 5), to be
ompared to the experimental value of 19.0 for j = 5/2,
and R = 37.8 for 192Os→ 193Os (N = 6). The equivalent
ratio for the inverse pik-up reation is given by
R(on→ ee) = R(ee→ on) Npi + 1
(N + 1)(Nν + 1)
. (11)
Table II: Ratios of spetrosopi strengths for two-proton
transfer reations between even-even nulei R(ee → ee) to
nal states with (τ1, τ2) = (0, 0). N is the number of bosons
in the odd-odd nuleus of the same quartet as the initial even-
even nuleus (N = 5 for 194Pt → 192Os).
n [N1, N2] (Σ1,Σ2,Σ3) Rn
1 [N + 3, 0] (N + 3, 0, 0) 1
2 [N + 3, 0] (N + 1, 0, 0) (N+2)(N+5)
(N+3)2(N+6)
3 [N + 2, 1] (N + 1, 0, 0) (Nν+1)(N+1)(N+4)
(Npi+2)(N+3)2(N+6)
whih gives R = 1.96 for 195Pt → 194Pt (Npi = 1 and
Nν = 4) and R = 3.24 for
193
Os → 192Os (Npi = 2 and
Nν = 4). This means that the mixed symmetry L = 2
state is predited to be exited more strongly than the
rst exited L = 2 state.
This orrelation between pik-up and stripping rea-
tions has been derived in a general way only using the
symmetry relations that exist between the wave funtions
of the even-even and odd-neutron nulei of the super-
symmetri quartet. The fator in the right-hand side of
Eq. (11) is the result of a ratio of two SU(3) isosalar
fators. It is important to emphasize, that Eqs. (10) and
(11) are parameter-independent preditions whih are a
diret onsequene of nulear SUSY and whih an be
tested experimentally.
C. Two-proton transfer
The two supersymmetri quartets in the mass A ∼ 190
region dier by two protons. In priniple, the onnetion
between the two quartets an be studied by two-proton
transfer reations. In the IBM, two-proton transfer op-
erator is, in rst order, given by
P †pi = α s
†
pi , Ppi = α spi . (12)
Whereas the operator spi only exites the ground state of
the nal nuleus, s†pi an also populate exited states.
In Table II, we show the results for ratios of spetro-
sopi strengths between even-even nulei. The seletion
rules of the operator s†pi allow the exitation of states
with with (τ1, τ2) = (0, 0) and L = 0 belonging to the
ground band (Σ1,Σ2,Σ3) = (N + 3, 0, 0) and exited
bands with (N + 1, 0, 0). The orresponding ratios for
the odd-neutron nulei are strongly orrelated to those
of the even-even nulei (see Tables II and III)
S2(on→ on) = R2(ee→ ee) ,
S3a(on→ on) = R3(ee→ ee) Npi + 2
(Nν + 1)(N + 2)
,
S3b(on→ on) = R3(ee→ ee) Nν(N + 3)
(Nν + 1)(N + 2)
.(13)
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Table III: Ratios of spetrosopi strengths for two-proton
transfer reations between odd-neutron nulei S(on→ on) to
nal states with (τ1, τ2) = (0, 0). N is the number of bosons
in the odd-odd nuleus of the same quartet as the initial odd-
neutron nuleus (N = 5 for 195Pt → 193Os).
n [N + 2− i, i] [N1, N2] (Σ1,Σ2,Σ3) Sn
1 [N + 2, 0] [N + 3, 0] (N + 3, 0, 0) 1
2 [N + 2, 0] [N + 3, 0] (N + 1, 0, 0) R2
3a [N + 2, 0] [N + 2, 1] (N + 1, 0, 0) R3
Npi+2
(Nν+1)(N+2)
3b [N + 1, 1] [N + 2, 1] (N + 1, 0, 0) R3
Nν (N+3)
(Nν+1)(N+2)
As before, the oeients in the right-hand side orre-
spond to the ratio of two SU(3) Clebsh-Gordan oe-
ients.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In onlusion, in this ontribution we have presented
evidene for the existene of a seond quartet of nulei
in the A ∼ 190 region with U(6/12)ν ⊗ U(6/4)pi super-
symmetry, onsisting of the
192,193
Os and
193,194
Ir nulei.
The analysis is based on new experimental information
on
194
Ir. In partiular, the (~d, α) reation is important to
establish the spin and parity assignments of the energy
levels, and to provide insight into the struture of the
spetrum of
194
Ir. Given the omplexity of the A ∼ 190
mass region, the simple yet detailed desription of
194
Ir
in a supersymmetry sheme is remarkable.
Nulear supersymmetry establishes preise links
among the spetrosopi properties of dierent nulei.
This relation has been used to predit the energies of
193
Os. Sine the wave funtions of the members of a
supermultiplet are onneted by symmetry, there exists
a high degree of orrelation between dierent one- and
two-nuleon transfer reations not only between nulei
belonging to the same quartet, but also for nulei from
dierent multiplets. As an example, we studied the orre-
lations between one-neutron transfer reations and two-
proton transfer reations. In the former ase, nulear
supersymmetry predits that the L = 2 mixed symmetry
states in the even-even nulei
194
Pt and
192
Os are ex-
ited muh stronger (two to three times as strong) than
the rst exited L = 2 state.
In order to establish the existene of a seond super-
symmetri quartet of nulei in the A ∼ 190 mass region,
it is ruial that the nuleus
193
Os be studied in more
detail experimentally. The preditions for orrelations
between one-neutron transfer reations in Pt and Os an
be tested experimentally by ombining for example (~d, p)
stripping and (p, d) pik-up reations.
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